can simultaneously drive industrial decarbonisation and finance innovation in new, low carbon technologies.

Decarbonising these sectors, whilst protecting jobs and growing the economy, will be the major climate challenge for Europe over the next decade. This session will look at how the EU ETS European power sector emissions have decreased for the last six years in a row, whereas the latest data indicates industrial carbon emissions are going in the opposite direction.
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Fernanda Pessoa Lower Level 11:30 11:30 Coffee Time in the Exhibition Lounge

12:45 12:45 What are the Prospects for Future Links to the EU ETS?

The European carbon market is on track to link to the system in early 2020, what will continue to be the first phase between the world’s largest carbon market and another market in the region. Meanwhile, 2018 saw announcements between the EU and California, China and New Zealand on closer carbon market cooperation. This session will explore the possibility for more links or the EU ETS in the future, and the benefits this could bring.

Speakers

Marcus Falla, Managing Director, Internationals Emissions Trading Association (IETA)

Sam Hall, Head of Policy and Government, International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)

Oliver Ripp, Head of International Affairs, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Bjarne Hansen, Senior Vice President, Policy and Business Strategy, Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C4S)

Ralph Boucheron, Executive Director, National Climate Change Council (NCCC)

Nina Mischke, Chief Policy Manager, European Carbon Action Framework (ECAF)

12:45 12:45 Lunch Time on the Terrace

13:30 13:30 Complementary or Overlapping? The Power & Peril of Additional Policies

With the diversity of European carbon prices and the strong standards of the market, many Member States are adding domestic mechanisms – such as carbon price floors and coal phase-outs – to speed up the rate of decarbonisation. These developments, along with higher European renewables and energy efficiency targets agreed in 2016, could destabilise the supply/demand balance in the EU ETS. This session will contrast the approach Europe is taking to address this problem, with the approaches being used in other jurisdictions such as the USA and China.

Speakers

Seb Walhain, Director, Carbon Market Development, International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)

Alessandro Vitelli, Head of Energy and Climate Policy, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Michele Staggia, Director, Policy, European Commission

Klaas Wisse, Head of Climate Policy, Shell

Pieter Schuurs, Head of Sustainable Policy, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

13:30 13:30 Coffee Time in the Exhibition Lounge

14:00 14:00 Taking Article 6 Over the Finish Line

The adoption of the Paris Agreement in 2016 has been a clear indication for international climate action. But, for market cooperation under Article 6 of the Agreement to be successful, the EU and other countries need to reach an agreement on how to ensure the integrity of the system. This plenary will discuss the outcomes of COP24 and focus on what is needed to take Article 6 over the finish line in Santiago, the way forward for markets.

Speakers

André Maria, Managing Director, European Roundtable on Climate and Sustainable Transition (E3G)

Philipp Streiff, Executive Director, Energy and Climate Policy Institute (ECPI)

John Wainwright, Managing Director, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Hugh Salway, Head of International Affairs, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Perumal Arumugam, Team Lead, Sustainable Development Mechanism Programme, International Natural Resources Convention on Climate Change (INCC)

14:00 14:00 Short Break

14:30 14:30 Brexit: Boom or Bust?

Depending on the outcome of Brexit, the UK has the ETS 6 & 18 and a national carbon tax, or create a new domestic carbon market which would link back to the EU system. Such a development would be unprecedented for the world’s largest carbon market, which has only ever seen new countries join. Important questions need to be addressed such as what impact this would have on EU emissions, could a domestic UK carbon market be established in time and what challenges would need to be addressed to link to the EU ETS?

Speakers

Jos Cozijnsen, Chief Scientist, International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)

Maria Terwisscha-Crandall, Director, European Climate Foundation


Mark Duffy, Regional Manager, Interconnectors, National Grid

Nina Mischke, Chief Policy Manager, European Carbon Action Framework (ECAF)

14:30 14:30 Short Break

15:00 15:00 Creating a Vibrant Carbon Market to Scale Voluntary and Compliance Climate Action

There is great momentum in the private sector to move towards net-zero emissions in support of global climate action. Carbon credits have an important role to play in delivering more ambition. This session will explore ways in which delivering currently committed and blended with climate and voluntary frameworks around the world. Private sector action through voluntary action combined with compliance, through full compliance at scale, resilient markets have the power to unlock potential and maximise mitigation.

Speakers

Jonathan Wadkins, Managing Director, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Mark White, Head of Climate Policy, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Sarah Allison, Head of Policy and Market Mechanisms, IETA

Robin Harris, Senior Climate Advisor, BVRio

Eve Tamme, Fragment Manager, BVRio

15:00 15:00 Short Break

15:30 15:30 A New Year in which Price for EU allowances is peak: the EU ETS has seen more stable prices in 2018. Emissions prices around the world are rising in a number of different regions, driven by domestic policies and policies rather than the global climate outlook. What are the key elements of price formation and discovery in each of the main markets? How are analysts viewing the future?

Speakers

Anna Nenova, Head of Energy and Climate Policy, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Danny Smith, Head of Energy Policy, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Daniele Agostini, Head of Risk Management, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Andrew Adam, Senior Project Manager, WBCSD

Tobias Schade, Head of Competitive Analysis, Task Force EU ETS

15:30 15:30 Short Break

16:00 16:00 20 Years of IETA - Bringing You the World of Carbon Markets

2019 marks the 20th Anniversary of IETA! We’ll reflect on our roller coaster adventures in bringing carbon markets to life around the world – our successes, failures and lessons learned. We’ll look ahead to the next 20 years with a vision of IETA in 2039. Join us for this unique session, with a glass of wine or a beer, complete with games and prizes!

Speakers

CEO and founder Deep Learn Strategies

Head of Climate Services

OBE, Honorary President

Impact (ICAI)

Commissioner, Independent Commission for Aid Impact (ICAI)

Senior Adviser

Head of Sustainable Policy, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

CEO Carbon Senior Specialist

Head of Climate policy and market mechanisms

Manager, Climate Policy

Senior Climate Advisor

Task Force EU ETS

Communications Officer

International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)

Independent Chemical Information Service (ICIS)

International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)

Executive Director, Europe

ICCC

Chair of the Independent Commission for Aid Impact (ICAI)

Senior Adviser

Head of Energy and Climate Policy, World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

Head of Sustainable Business Development

Head of Sustainable Finance and Future Cities

Managing Director

Managing Director

Senior Vice President, Policy and Business Strategy, Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C4S)

Managing Director, China

Manager, Policy and Coordination

Division

Senior Project Manager

Assistant, Task Force EU ETS

CEO

CEO

Regional Manager, Interconnectors

OBE, Honorary President

Head of Regulatory Affairs

Director, Carbon Market Development

Senior Vice President, Policy and Business Strategy, Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C4S)

Executive Director, Europe

Head of International Relations

Head of Governmental Affairs

CEO

CEO

Director, Task Force EU ETS

CEO and founder Deep Learn Strategies

Head of Sustainable Finance and Future Cities

Managing Director

Senior Advisor

Task Force EU ETS

Complementary or Overlapping? The Power & Peril of Additional Policies

Taking Article 6 Over the Finish Line

Creating a Vibrant Carbon Market to Scale Voluntary and Compliance Climate Action

A New Year in which Price for EU allowances is peak: the EU ETS has seen more stable prices in 2018. Emissions prices around the world are rising in a number of different regions, driven by domestic policies and policies rather than the global climate outlook. What are the key elements of price formation and discovery in each of the main markets? How are analysts viewing the future?

A 20-Year Anniversary Plenary - Bringing You the World of Carbon Markets

2019 marks the 20th Anniversary of IETA! We’ll reflect on our roller coaster adventures in bringing carbon markets to life around the world – our successes, failures and lessons learned. We’ll look ahead to the next 20 years with a vision of IETA in 2039. Join us for this unique session, with a glass of wine or a beer, complete with games and prizes!
**Unlocking Private Sector Investment in Natural Climate Solutions**

This session will discuss what’s needed to mobilise and make private sector investment in NaturalClimate Solutions (NCS): it will cover insights into how policies and frameworks can be developed to attract private sector finance, and how they can help to deliver the required scale of investment. It will also highlight which policies have been successful in scaling up investment in NCS, and what we can expect to see in the future.

**Speakers**
- Sam Van den Plas
- Kari Kankaanpaa
- Mafalda Evangelista
- Ewa Krukowska
- Jonathan Grant
- James Edmonds
- Stefano De Clara
- Rene Velasquez
- Michel Adam
- Tilmann Silber
- John Scowcroft
- Angela Churie Kallhauge
- Nicolette Bartlett
- Katerina Kolaciova
- Eron Bloomgarden
- Naomi Swickard
- Jan Willem van de Ven
- Julia Michalak

**Carbon Pricing on the Rise: The Challenge of Safeguarding Competitiveness**

At many regions are grappling with intensifying emissions carbon pricing policies, the context with these regions that have no or minimal carbon pricing, becomes ever more stark. This presents a real challenge for policy makers who are trying to maintain a level-economic playing field and safeguard competitiveness. This session will explore what tools are currently being used to address this challenge, and what solutions might be implemented in the future as carbon prices continue to rise.

**Speakers**
- Louise Maréchal
- Managing Director
- Andrea Advincula

**Managing Carbon Risk in a Volatile Price Environment**

The CER market in carbon prices in 2018 saw many established companies expose, and has encouraged many to become more transparent in managing their carbon assets. However, the CER market will also become more volatile in recent months. This session will investigate how participants in the market can protect themselves against sharp moves in the cost of carbon.

**Speakers**
- Jose Carreira
- Head of Climate Services
- Fides

**How can the EU ETS Support Higher Ambition by 2050?**

The EU ETS is one of the cornerstone programmes of the European Union to achieve a green and prosperous economy. This session will discuss how the EU ETS can support the European Union’s climate goals by 2050, and what the role of the EU ETS will be in driving innovation and supporting the transition towards a low carbon economy.

**Speakers**
- José Maria da Fonseca
- Head of Climate Finance and Carbon Markets
- Morgan Stanley
- Jonathan Grant
- Managing Director
- Climate and Forest Capital

**Launch of Insetting Best Practice Guidance (ICROA)**

This workshop will present and discuss new research on how carbon market operators can support countries achieve higher ambition under the Paris Agreement. It will challenge the way in which mainstream carbon markets handle the challenge of achieving higher ambition in agriculture, forestry, and other land use activities.

**Speakers**
- Andrew Adshead
- Senior Principal Scientist
- ICF

**Climate Risk: How can Financial Markets be Aligned with Climate Targets?**

This session will discuss the role of financial markets in supporting the transition to a low carbon economy, and how they can be aligned with climate targets. It will explore the challenges and opportunities for financial market participants to contribute to the global transition.

**Speakers**
- Matt Popham
- Senior Manager, Climate and Change
- Natural Capital Partners

**Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA): What Does the Future Look Like for Aviation in Europe and Beyond?**

CORSIA aims to achieve ICAO’s global aspirational goal of carbon neutral growth in aviation above 2020 levels. Four months after CORSIA has entered into application, where are ICAO, CORSIA, and the aviation industry in CORSIA implementation? This session will discuss the challenges and opportunities of CORSIA and its impact on the aviation sector.

**Speakers**
- Stefanie De Clare
- Director, International Policy
- International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)

**For more information, please contact Lisa Spafford, spafford@ieta.org, or visit www.europeanclimatesummit.com**
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